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The Effects of Particle Size, Shape, Density and Flow Characteristics on 

Particle Margination to Vascular Walls in Cardiovascular Diseases 

Abstract  

Introduction: Vascular-targeted drug delivery is a promising approach for the treatment of 

atherosclerosis due to the vast involvement of endothelium in the initiation and growth of 

plaque, a characteristic of atherosclerosis. One of the major challenges in carrier design for 

targeting cardiovascular diseases (CVD) is that carriers must be able to navigate the circulation 

system and efficiently marginate to the endothelium in order to interact with the target 

receptors.  

Areas covered: This review draws on studies that have focused on the role of particle size, 

shape, and density, along with flow hemodynamics and hemorheology on the localization of 

the particles to activated endothelial cell surfaces and vascular walls under different flow 

conditions, especially those relevant to atherosclerosis.  

Expert opinion: Generally the size, shape, and density of a particle affect its adhesion to 

vascular walls synergistically, and these three factor should be considered simultaneously in 

designing an optimal carrier for targeting CVD. Available preliminary data should encourage 

more studies to be conducted to investigate the use of nano-constructs, characterized by a sub-

micrometer size, a non-spherical shape, and a high material density to maximize vascular wall 

margination and minimize capillary entrapment, as carriers for targeting CVD.  

Keywords: particle physical properties, particle shape, particle size, particle density, flow 

characteristics, margination, cardiovascular dieases, atherosclerosis. 

1. Introduction 
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Despite significant clinical advances in the field, cardiovascular diseases (CVD) remain the 

leading cause of death and disability worldwide [1, 2, 3]. They account for 17.3 million deaths 

per year, representing 30% of all global deaths, of which 80% take place in low- and middle-

income countries [1]. Atherosclerosis, a chronic inflammatory disease of the vascular wall and 

a major cause of ischemic heart disease, is the most common form of CVD and the leading 

cause of sudden death. The process of atherosclerosis, which requires a complex interplay 

between various cells, particular monocytes, macrophages, and platelets [4, 5], can ultimately 

lead to stroke, heart attack, angina, heart failure, and peripheral vascular disease. Once 

established, an atherosclerotic plaque can progress in two ways: the formation of either a stable 

plaque; or an unstable, vulnerable plaque [6]. Unstable, vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques are 

prone to rupture and consequently can cause thrombosis, resulting in myocardial infarction and 

stroke [7].  

Numerous studies have been undertaken in attempts to prevent, diagnose and treat the often 

deadly complications of atherosclerosis. Among these, nanomedicine as an emerging field that 

utilizes nanotechnology concepts for advanced therapy and diagnostics has attracted major 

interest. It has been reported that the targeting of the plaques occurs via both the vasa vasorum 

and the main lumen at the lesioned sites [8, 9]. Vasa vasorum is a network of small microvessels 

or capillaries entering the plaques from the opposite site. Similar to cancer, the key targeting 

principles in atherosclerosis can be divided into nonspecific targeting through the enhanced 

permeability and retention (EPR) effect; and active targeting towards vascular cells or specific 

components within the plaques such as macrophages, lipoproteins, and cysteine proteases. EPR 

mainly occurs through the permeability of the microvascular systems or the leakiness of the 

neovessels of the vasa vasorum. While the effect of the physical properties of the nanomedicine 

on plaque targeting from the lumen site has been studied widely, the effect of these properties 
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on plaque targeting via EPR in the vasa vasorum has been investigated limitedly. In this review, 

we focus on plaque targeting from the lumen site. 

In the last decades, vascular targeting has been explored for localized delivery of therapeutics 

mainly in cancer [10, 11], but also increasingly in cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases [12, 

13, 14]. Vascular targeting plays a crucial role and is of particular interest for the diagnosis and 

treatment of atherosclerosis. This is because specific vascular wall endothelial cell receptors 

associated with acute and chronic inflammation, such as selectins, intercellular adhesion 

molecule 1 (ICAM-1), and vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 (VCAM-1), play a major role in 

the pathology of this disease and can therefore serve as local targeting epitopes [15].  

One of the major challenges in carrier design for targeting CVDs from the vessel lumen is that 

carriers must be able to navigate the circulation system and efficiently marginate or localize to 

the endothelium in order to interact with the target receptors. Compared to non-spherical 

particles, spherical particles have been widely studied for targeting therapeutics to the vascular 

wall due to their ease of fabrication and the existence of well-defined models of hydrodynamic 

interactions [16, 17, 18]. Particles sized in the submicron down to tens of nanometers range are 

particularly attractive for intravenous delivery, since they can pass through the microcirculation 

with ease [17] and are less susceptible to immune recognition and consequent clearance [18, 

19]. However, in addition to the ability to navigate the circulatory system, the particles should 

be designed to drift laterally toward the vessel walls, like leukocytes during an inflammatory 

process, rather than moving within the core of the vessels, as red blood cells generally do in 

the macro- and micro-circulation [20]. The benefit of a highly specific ligand–receptor 

targeting system is diminished if the particles cannot interact with the target endothelium due 

to sub-optimal deposition. Recently, particles with non-spherical shapes [21, 22] and 

micrometer sizes [15, 23, 24] have been increasingly recognized as better carriers for targeting 
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CVD. Particle density has also appeared as an important factor affecting particle margination 

to blood vessel walls [23, 25].  

Furthermore, vascular-targeted carriers must remain bound long enough to release their drug 

cargo or to be internalized by the endothelial cells [23].  The interaction between the particle 

ligands and the cell surface receptors must be strong to overcome the shear force and 

momentum on the particle imparted by blood flow, in order to result in firm adhesion. The 

characteristic forces ascribed to blood flow dynamics (hemodynamics) are a crucial element in 

the adhesive interactions of vascular-targeted carriers with the endothelium, as hemodynamics 

is known to be important for the binding of leukocytes (white blood cells) with the endothelium 

– a hallmark of the natural immune response. Therefore, hemodynamics must be an important 

consideration in the design of vascular-targeted drug carriers. Here we review the effects of 

physical characteristics of therapeutic carriers including size, shape, and density, along with 

hemodynamics on the ability of vascular-targeted drug/imaging carriers to marginate (localize 

and bind) to the vessel wall. 

1. Blood flow in the presence of atherosclerosis  

Blood is a complex aqueous fluid containing plasma (different molecules and proteins) and 

cells including red blood cells (RBCs), white blood cells (WBCs) and platelets [26]. 

Hemodynamics (particularly blood shear rate and vessel size) and hemorheology (blood 

rheology or blood hematocrit) are known to be important factors in the interaction of WBCs 

with the endothelium in vivo [26, 27]. WBCs (8–12 μm diameter) are nearly twice as large as 

RBCs while platelets (1–3 μm diameter) are around three times smaller than RBCs. Size and 

other physical properties of RBCs (shape, and deformability) allow them to be preferentially 

confined within the core/center of the blood vessels [28], forcing the other blood cells (WBCs 

and platelets) into an almost RBC-free layer (RBC-FL) of plasma located toward the vessel 
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wall, thus promoting the interaction of WBCs and platelets with the endothelium [29, 30, 31, 

32] . 

The blood flow pattern changes during the development of atherosclerosis [33]. Understanding 

blood flow is important for the design and engineering of an optimally targeted vascular 

nanoparticle for atherosclerosis. The extent of blood flow within a vessel is directly 

proportional to pressure gradients and inversely proportional to vascular resistance. Small 

changes in vessel diameter due to a growing atherosclerotic plaque can lead to substantial 

changes in vascular resistance, thus changing the flow pattern significantly. Blood flow is 

known to have a laminar pattern characterized by a parabolic flow profile (figure 1, left and 

right) [33, 34]. When blood flow transitions from a laminar, parabolic flow to a turbulent flow, 

the blood flows across the vessel (no longer along it) and vortices are formed which 

significantly increase the overall flow resistance (figure 1, middle). Turbulent/recirculating 

flow, a direct function of blood velocity and inversely related to viscosity, occurs when there 

are changes in the structure of a vessel, such as an obstruction (figure 1, middle), a sharp turn, 

or a rough surface [35, 36]. In laminar flow, the wall shear stress is high while in disturbed 

flow it is lower. The areas of the vasculature prone to developing atherosclerotic changes tend 

to be large vessels and exhibit disturbed blood flow profiles [37], including high pulsatility 

(regulated by the cardiac cycle), low net shear due to reverse flow, and recirculation eddies 

near areas of bifurcation or high curvature [38].  

2. The role of particle size along with hemodynamics and hemorheology  

Atherosclerotic plaques preferentially develop at bifurcations of blood vessels where disturbed 

flow and streamline separation occur [24]. It has been shown that particle size and 

hemodynamics affect the adhesion of particles to endothelium synergistically. Generally, the 
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binding of particles from blood flow to the inflamed endothelium generally increases with 

increasing particle size, haematocrit, and wall shear rate (WSR).  

2.1. Particle Size: Charoenphol et al. found that the binding efficiency of polymeric spheres 

to the inflamed endothelium from laminar flow of reconstituted blood (RBCs in homologous 

plasma with no leukocyte or platelets) in vitro via parallel plate flow chamber (PPFC) assays 

generally increased with increasing particle size from 100 nm up to 10 μm [23]. These 

polymeric spheres were functionalized with sialyl LewisA (sLeA), a carbohydrate ligand 

specific to the endothelial-expressed selectins. In another study, carboxylate-modified 

polystyrene spheres were functionalized with sLeA, human ICAM-1 antibody (aICAM), or 

human VCAM-1 antibody (aVCAM), which targeted molecules overexpressed on the inflamed 

vascular wall [24]. Using in vitro PPFC, these authors also found that the efficiency of particle 

binding in disturbed and recirculating flows with reconstituted blood increased as the spherical 

diameter increased from 500 nm to 5 μm. Disturbed flow includes pulsatile flow, which is 

regulated by the cardiac cycle; and recirculation flow, which occurs in areas with sudden flow 

expansion in the arterial tree. Recirculation flow redistributes particle localization to the wall 

proximity, which increases the opportunity for particle binding far downstream [24]. Nano-

sized particles showed minimal adhesion to the endothelium from blood flow in horizontal 

(gravity and anti-gravity directions) and vertical channels when compared to micron-sized 

spheres in all flow types (laminar, disturbed/pulsed, and recirculating) [23, 24, 27]. The 

channels used were on the order of small to medium-sized venules and arteries. This can be 

explained by the poor ability of the nanoparticles from midstream to localize to the wall region 

[27] since they were strongly entrapped within the RBC core that forms when blood flows [39]. 

No significant difference was observed between the adhesion of 200 nm and 500 nm spheres 

[24]. In a mouse model of atherosclerosis, it was also found that 2 μm spheres displayed 2.5–

3.5 times greater adhesion to the aortic wall than 500 nm spheres [24]. This in vivo adhesion 
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difference between nanospheres and microspheres agrees well with observations from in vitro 

assays using human blood [24].  

These results are consistent with data from Namdee et al. [15]. Using a mouse model of 

atherosclerosis, they demonstrated that the adhesion of dual-targeted (E-selectin and VCAM-

1) 2 μm polystyrene particles to the inflamed aorta was greater than that of their 500 nm 

counterparts (at least four fold) [15]. The adhesion was minimal for nanoparticles throughout 

the aorta compared to microparticles, even in areas where very high levels of inflammation 

were expected [15]. These results suggest that micron-sized spherical particles (2 µm), rather 

than nanospheres, are better for vascular-targeted drug delivery applications in medium to large 

vessels relevant in atherosclerosis. Particles with shapes other than spheres, such as disk-like 

and rod-like particles, also exhibit the same behavior where a larger size increases the binding 

efficiency [38, 40]. For example, in PPFC assays with reconstituted blood flow, rod-like 

particles with 2 μm equivalent spherical diameters (ESD) displayed higher margination than 

particles with either 1 μm or 500 nm ESDs [38]. In another study, larger rods (1800 × 400 nm) 

were observed to adhere at least three times more than smaller ones (1500 × 200 nm) [40]. This 

can be explained by the higher drag or higher settling velocity of larger particles compared to 

smaller ones. Nanorods (500 nm ESD), even with high aspect ratios (ARs, ratio between major 

axis and minor axis), did not display enhanced margination compared to that of equivalent 

spheres [38]. This indicates that, like nanospheres, nanorods display minimal margination due 

to their inability to effectively localize to the vessel wall in blood vessels or confined channels 

in vitro [38]. There are limited reports on the influence of the size of the disks on their binding 

efficacy. Disks of intermediate size (1000 × 400 nm) exhibited maximum adhesion, compared 

with disks of larger size (1800 × 600 nm) or smaller size (600 × 200 nm), which reflects the 

balance between adhesive interfacial interactions and hydrodynamic dislodging forces [40]. 
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2.2. Size and Hematocrit: It is widely known that RBCs play a crucial role in the 

margination of leukocytes and platelets. RBCs either promote or hinder particle adhesion to 

endothelial cells in a PPFC depending on the blood flow pattern, hematocrit, and particle size 

[41]. The higher the hematocrit, the thinner the RBC-FL, resulting in more frequent collisions 

between spheres and RBCs, and so enhancing the lateral migration of spheres toward the walls 

and promoting higher adhesion [41, 42]. This explains the increased binding at higher 

hematocrit observed for 0.5 μm and 2 μm sLeA-coated polystyrene spheres in reconstituted 

blood [41, 42].  

The same trend has been observed for both laminar flow with WSR of 500 s-1 (the median of 

values measured in human microvessels [43]), and pulsatile flow with peak WSR of 1000 s−1 

(the typical pulsatile flow found in certain regions of the large arteries relevant in 

atherosclerosis [37]) [41]. However, the higher hematocrit did not enhance the binding of 

smaller (0.2 µm) or larger spheres (5.7 μm and 10 µm) [41]. In recirculating flow (WSR = 

200 s−1) via a vertical-step flow channel (VSFC), there was no difference in the adhesion of all 

spheres in the recirculation zone, while beyond flow reattachment, only 2 μm and 5.7 μm 

spheres saw significant increases in their binding levels with an increase in hematocrit, which 

differs from what has been observed in other flow types [41]. This is possibly due to the unique 

particle–RBC collision dynamics known to exist in recirculating flow. The lack of a hematocrit 

effect on the adhesion of 0.2 μm spheres across all flow types may be due to their significantly 

larger RBC-FL-to-particle-diameter ratio [41]. 

In a microcirculation setting with WSR of 200 s−1 (post-capillary venules [43, 44]) and channel 

height of 254 μm (human arterioles and venules [43, 44]), the presence of RBCs also enhanced 

the adhesion of sLeA-coated neutrally buoyant spherical microparticles (⩾2 μm diameter) to 

activated endothelial cells from reconstituted blood flow [17, 23]. The binding efficiency for 

all particle sizes was further enhanced in disturbed whole blood flow compared to reconstituted 
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blood flow [24]. This is likely due to the difference in hematocrit level between the whole 

blood and the reconstituted blood, of ∼45% and 30% hematocrit, respectively. Particles in the 

size range of 100–500 nm are not preferentially distributed to the vessel wall via the RBC 

effect, resulting in their low binding to endothelium in the presence of physiological levels of 

RBCs [23, 26, 27, 38]. Small particles (≤100 nm) tend to circulate along with RBCs and only 

a small fraction interacts with the vessel walls [26], thus exhibiting minimal margination from 

bulk blood flow [45, 46].  

2.3. Size and channel orientations: No significant difference was observed in adhesion levels 

between adhesion in upward and downward flow for all particles tested in a vertical chamber 

[23]. The magnitudes of particle binding in the horizontal channel and inverted horizontal 

channel were almost the same [23]. This indicates that there is a minimal contribution of gravity 

to particle localization to the vessel wall. There was also no significance in the magnitudes of 

particle adhesion to the wall observed between vertical and horizontal chambers [23, 24, 47]. 

However, there was a significant decrease in the adhesion observed for large particles (5 and 

10 μm) in the inverted versus the horizontal chamber, which can be explained by potential 

differences in the characteristics of the RBC-FL between the top and bottom of the PPFC [23]. 

Reports in the literature have shown that the average plasma layer thickness can differ 

significantly between the top and bottom wall in a horizontally aligned channel in vitro or a 

blood vessel in vivo [48, 49]. 

2.4. Size and WSR: The adhesive behavior of the particles depends on the magnitude of the 

WSR. In a PPFC system with laminar reconstituted blood flow at 200 s−1, the level of particle 

adhesion increased with increasing particle size [23]. When the WSR was increased to 500 s−1, 

the adhesion increased only when the particle size also increased from 0.5 μm up to 5 μm. The 

adhesion of 10 μm spheres at this WSR was significantly lower than those measured for 2 μm 

and 5 μm particles. Further increases in WSR to 1000 s−1 and 1500 s−1 resulted in adhesion 
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only increasing with a concomitant increase in particle size from 0.5 μm to 2 μm. Particle sizes 

beyond 2 μm at these WSRs resulted in the same or significantly lower level of binding than 

displayed by 2 μm particles. It appears that for particles ≥2 μm, there is a critical WSR 

(WSRcrit) at which the binding increases with increasing WSR up to WSRcrit, then drops with 

WSR beyond the WSRcrit. This drop is due to the higher disruptive hemodynamic forces 

interfering with particle adhesion, rather than ineffective particle localization to the wall [23]. 

Overall, the magnitude of the WSRcrit decreased as the particle size increases from 2 μm to 

10 μm. Nanospheres do not have a critical WSR: particles < 2 μm display minimal adhesion 

for all WSRs.  

This coupling effect of size and WSR on the adhesion of polymeric spheres has been also 

reported by Goetz et al. [50] and can be explained by 1) the transport of particles to the vessel 

wall, typically regulated by convection and diffusion; 2) the reaction between particle ligands 

and cell surface receptors, controlled by receptor–ligand density and particle slip velocity [51]; 

and 3) the detachment of particles, regulated by WSR and the reverse reaction rate [52]. 

Similarly, in a microfluidic model of human microvessels employing 28 μm and 43 μm 

channels, the binding of nanospheres did not significantly change with increases in WSR from 

100 s–1 to 500 s–1 in both microchannels. However, unlike what has been observed with the 

PPFC system, the adhesion efficiency of microspheres in microchannels did not increase with 

increasing WSR [27]. In particular, for 2 μm polystyrene spheres, the adhesion efficiency 

slightly decreased with an increase in WSR from 100 s–1 to 200 s–1 in the 43 μm channel, while 

it did not change with any increases in WSR in the 28 μm channel. For 5 μm spheres, the 

adhesion efficiency significantly decreased for all WSR increases in both channels and was 

much lower than that of 2 μm spheres due to the high slip velocity and higher disruptive force 

associated with large-sized particles [27].  
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2.5. Size and channel height: Adhesion assays in horizontal chambers with varying channel 

height at a fixed WSR of 200 s−1 showed that adhesion of spherical particles decreased with 

increases in channel height from 127 μm to 762 μm for all particles sizes studied [23]. This 

decrease in binding efficiency may be due to a reduction in the contribution of the RBC-

generated force normally acting at larger channel heights. The size of the RBC-FL in humans 

has been reported to be between 2-10 μm depending on the vessel size, WSR and blood 

hematocrit [53, 54]. At a fixed hematocrit, the RBC-FL thickness increases with an increase in 

vessel diameter therefore there is less RBCs-particle interaction near the wall [48, 53, 54]. 

Similarly, in a microfluidic model of human microvessels, adhesion efficiency was higher in 

the 28 μm channel relative to the 43 μm channel for all spheres (0.2–5 µm), although these 

increases were only significant for microspheres [27]. 

2.6. Size and flow type: The introduction of pulsatility and/or recirculation to flow did not alter 

the adhesion trends seen as a function of particle size when compared to the adhesion trend in 

laminar flow with equivalent WSR [23, 24]. Particle adhesion increased as particle size 

increased from 0.5 μm to 5 μm. No difference in adhesion was observed between 0.2 μm and 

0.5 μm spheres. sLeA-polystyrene microspheres displayed significantly higher adhesion levels 

in both pulsatile flow (WSR = 1000 s-1 and 1200 s-1) and recirculating flow (WSR = 200 s-1 

and 500 s-1) than their counterparts in laminar flow at the same WSRs [24]. The adhesion of 

nanospheres was not enhanced with pulsatility in flow [23, 24]. An increase in microparticle 

adhesion directly correlates with an increase in the residence time of particles with pulsatile 

flow relative to laminar flow, suggesting that increased residence time is likely the major factor 

contributing to adhesion increase under pulsatile flow [24]. Pauses in flow lead to periods of 

low slip velocities for large particles, and thus better opportunity for adhesion. The adhesion 

of nanospheres was similar in the presence or absence of pulsatility in flow, since there are 
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minimal hemodynamic/disruptive forces acting on nanoparticles compared to microspheres 

and thus their adhesion will be minimally affected by pauses in flow [55].  

The binding of polystyrene microspheres in recirculating reconstituted blood flow in a VSFC 

(Figure 2A & B) (WSR = 200 s-1 and 500 s-1) exhibited an adhesion profile which peaked in 

the reattachment area, just beyond the reattachment point (Figure 2C & D), due to low parallel 

shear forces and a maximum normal velocity on the wall [56], consistent with previous reports 

of platelet (∼2 μm) and leukocyte (∼7–15 μm) adhesion in similar VSFC [56, 57]. The 

adhesion of all spheres in the far downstream region (laminar flow regime [56]) was 

significantly higher than in laminar flow in PPFC with the same height and WSR [24]. Pulsatile 

flow in the VSFC did not enhance adhesion when compared with adhesion in laminar flow at 

the same average WSR in the VSFC, likely because pulsatile flow disrupts the particle 

distribution associated with recirculation flow [24].  

In a mouse model of aorta atherosclerotic plaque, the binding of dual-targeted sLeA/aVCAM-

spheres was not significantly altered between different segments except in the iliac vessels 

[24], most likely due to their smaller lumen diameters. However, it is difficult to interpret this 

in vivo data due to the absence of detailed knowledge of local in vivo expression pattern, WSRs 

and blood flow patterns in the different vessel segments [24].  

Recirculating flow as well as pulsatile flow also enhanced the adhesion of microrods and did 

not alter the adhesion trend seen as a function of particle size [38]. The adhesion of rods with 

larger sizes was greater in all areas of the flow, including the recirculation region, 

reattachment/stagnation point, and far downstream area. There was no significant difference in 

the binding of short rods, such as 2µm ESD rods with ARs of 2 and 4. The adhesion of 500 nm 

ESD rods in recirculating and pulsatile flows was minimal, which is similar to what has been 

observed in laminar flow [38]. 
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Overall, the above data indicates that microparticles, especially 2-5 µm spheres and 2 µm ESD 

rods, are optimal for targeting the wall in the medium to large vessels relevant in several CVDs. 

Spheres with diameters in the 2-5 μm range display significantly better margination to the wall 

at intermediate to high WSRs and channel heights than the nanometer-sized spheres. 

Nanoparticles have much lower margination efficiency in disturbed human blood flow, and 

thus may be more challenging for use as drug carriers or imaging probes in the treatment of 

atherosclerosis. Results from pulsatile flow assays may be relevant in diseases affecting the 

straight segments of medium to large arteries, e.g. peripheral artery disease and atherosclerosis, 

while recirculating flow is relevant around the branching points and curvatures in large arteries 

where atherosclerosis preferentially develops [34]. The results with laminar flow may be 

relevant in the main arterioles (∼100–250 μm diameter) feeding a solid tumor [58]. 

3. The importance of shape 

Due to the limited availability of techniques to produce non-spherical biocompatible 

nanoparticles [59], the majority of particles used in drug delivery are those with spherical shape 

[60]. However, carrier shape has been shown to have a profound effect on cellular 

internalization [61, 62, 63, 64], circulation half-life [65, 66], and margination toward the vessel 

wall [21, 22], all of which directly affect the targeting ability of carriers [67]. Compared to 

spherical particles, non-spherical particles (Figure 3) appear to have advantages with respect 

to circulation and binding efficiency.  

3.1. Macrophage uptake and circulation in the blood 

Rod-like and disk-like particles are able to circulate in the blood for longer periods of time than 

spherical particles [60]. Along with other physicochemical properties such as nanoparticle size, 

surface charge, and surface functionality, shape significantly influences particle uptake by 

macrophages [61, 68] and mammalian cells [66, 69, 70]. Rod-shaped nano- and micro-particles 
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of different materials such as polystyrene, gold, and silica have been found to be endocytosed 

and cleared by macrophages of the liver and spleen to a lesser degree compared to spherical 

particles [61, 63, 64]. Similarly, disk-shaped particles such as elliptical polystyrene disks 

remain in the circulation for longer periods of time than their spherical counterparts [66]. This 

explains the lower accumulation of rods and disks in the liver and spleen.  

Macrophages internalize particles via actin-driven movement of the macrophage membrane, 

which is independent of surface chemistry and depends only on the local particle shape where 

the cell attaches [61]. Local particle shape, at the point of cell attachment, has been defined as 

the angle between the membrane normal at the point of initial contact and tangent lines drawn 

to the particle contour near the point of initial contact (Figure 4). Local shapes that have low 

length-normalized curvature (local particle shape Ω>45°, where 45° is the value for spherical 

particles) inhibit internalization while spheres and local shapes that have high length-

normalized curvature (Ω≤45°) permit internalization [61]. Rods or worm-like particles with 

very high ARs (large Ω) inhibit or significantly reduce phagocytosis, as demonstrated by 

Champion et al. [68]. These authors have shown that worm-like polystyrene particles with very 

high ARs (>20) exhibited negligible phagocytosis compared to conventional spherical particles 

of equal volume. Internalization was possible only at the end points of the worm-like particles, 

while attachment anywhere along the length of the particles inhibited internalization due to the 

low curvature [68].  

Recently, Liu et al. have also reported that tobacco mosaic virus (TMV) short rods with ARs 

of 4 and 8 were internalized much faster than TMV with the AR of 17 [71]. Huang et al. have 

also shown that the clearance rate of mesoporous silica nanoparticles (MSNs) is primarily 

dependent on the particle shape, where short-rod MSNs (AR 1.5, length 185 nm ±22 nm) have 

a more rapid clearance rate than long-rod MSNs (AR 5, length 720 nm ±65 nm) [63]. Due to 
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their lower clearance rates, rod-like and disk-like particles appear to circulate in the blood for 

longer than spherical particles, which may contribute to their higher vascular targeting.  

3.2. Vascular wall margination and attachment 

Under microvascular blood-free flow conditions at low WSRs (< 250 s-1, physiological shear 

rates observed in the microcirculation), the adhesion of anti-BSA neutrally buoyant polystyrene 

[72] and non-targeted mesoporous silicon [40] particles with different shapes (including 

spheres, elliptical/circular disks, and rods) to BSA- and collagen-coated flow chambers, 

respectively, was investigated. Rods provide information on the importance of elongation, and 

circular disks help determine the importance of flatness, whereas elliptical disks represent a 

combination of elongation and flatness. Under disturbed flow conditions, the adhesion of 

microparticles of any shape was significantly greater compared to that under laminar flow [72]. 

Rod-shaped particles exhibited significantly higher attachment compared to spherical particles 

and the effect of shape was amplified by an increase in particle size [40, 72].  

Another study has also shown that non-neutrally buoyant silicon elongated microparticles 

exhibited a higher margination tendency compared to silica spheres irrespective of size and 

density under low WSRs (5 - 50 s-1) [73] due to their lower drag and higher contact surface 

area compared to spheres. For particles of equal volume even in the nanometer ESD range, 

disks adhered about two times more than rods [40]. This can be explained by: the slightly larger 

hydrodynamics forces exerted over the rods than those on the disks; the larger surfaces for 

adhesion exposed by the disks compared to long rods; and the higher rotational inertia on the 

rods compared to the disks. These results show that flatness, elongation, and adhesion surface 

area, as well as orientation during particle–wall interactions, are critical for firm particle 

adhesion. However, compared to flatness, elongation and adhesion area are the dominant 
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factors for adhesion [40, 72]. This data suggests that thin, disk-like particles could more 

effectively target diseased microvasculature as compared to spheres and slender rods.  

These studies, however, did not examine binding efficiency between the endothelial cells and 

the ligands specific for these cells. In addition, the WSRs investigated in these studies were 

those of the microcirculation present in the vasculature embedded within organ tissues, tumor, 

or metastasis [74], which does not represent the circulation in arteries, where atherosclerosis 

can exist. Larger WSRs (>100 s−1) are typically found in the microcirculation of healthy tissue, 

whereas lower values are relevant to tumor microcirculation (<100 s−1) [75]. Employing the 

same concept, iron-oxide nanochains have been developed and constructed from 3 to 4 

nanospheres covalently linked together for microvascular targeting in the diagnosis and 

treatment of cancerous and metastasis diseases [76, 77, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82]. However, there 

have been no reports on the use of nanochains in atherosclerosis.  

Currently, there has been only one report on the effect of shape on the adhesion of targeted 

particles to activated endothelial cells in blood flow in vitro. Thompson et al. investigated the 

effects of particle shape parameters (volume, AR, axis length) on the margination efficacy of 

targeted sLeA-polystyrene spheres and prolate ellipsoids (rods) to an inflamed endothelial wall 

from human blood flow in an in vitro model of human vasculature, PPFC system, using 

reconstituted blood with laminar flow and disturbed flows, including pulsatile and recirculating 

flows, at a range of physiological WSRs (120–1200 s−1) [38]. Rod-shaped microparticles (1 μm 

or 2 μm ESD) with high ARs (9 and 11) displayed significantly improved margination 

compared to spheres of equal volume, particularly under high WSRs and disturbed flow 

profiles. The higher the AR or the longer the major axis, the better the adhesion of the rods, 

especially at high WSR (500-1000 s-1) [83, 84]. In disturbed flows such as pulsatile and 

recirculating flows, similar trends of adhesion were seen as in steady laminar flow. Nanorods 

(500 nm ESD), even with a high AR such as 10, do not display enhanced margination compared 
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to equivalent spheres. It has been shown that a minimum major axis length for rods, rather than 

a minimum AR, is required for enhanced transportation to the wall, much like it has been shown 

that a minimum particle diameter (∼2 μm) is required for the effective margination of spheres 

[85]. In this study, it was shown that the minimum major axis length is 5.9 μm [38]. Using 

modeling, Decuzzi et al. also predicted that the lateral drift velocity of discoidal microparticles 

increases (i.e. they undergo faster collisions with the wall) with increased particle 

elongation/major axis [86]. Due to limitations in current rod-fabrication techniques [87], it was 

not possible to fabricate rods of 500 nm ESD with a major axis greater than 2.5 μm, thus 

limiting the capacity to test this hypothesis for nanorods [38].  

In a mouse model of atherosclerosis, dual-targeted polystyrene microrods (2 µm ESD) also 

displayed significantly higher adhesion densities than polystyrene microspheres (2 µm), while 

nanorods displayed no increased adhesion compared to equivalent 500 nm diameter spheres 

[15]. Among targeted rods of three different ARs (2, 4, 9) with 2 μm ESD, the adhesion of the 

AR4 rods was the highest (∼3 times higher) relative to the equivalent microspheres [15]. The 

adhesion of the AR2 and AR9 rods was roughly the same as for 2 μm spheres and lower than 

that of the AR4 rods. This differs from what has been observed in vitro where AR9 rods 

exhibited higher adhesion compared to AR2 and AR4 rods [38]. This is likely because of the 

relatively small difference in local shape and surface area between AR2 rods and spheres. The 

lower adhesion of AR9 rods compared to AR4 rods, despite their higher contact surface area, 

is likely due to their entrapment in the capillaries as AR9 rods have a major axis length of 

roughly 9 μm [15]. Recently, Wen et al. have also demonstrated that rod-shaped particles 

(elongated TMV) functionalized with binding peptides and contrast agents (gadolinium) could 

be targeted to activated platelets/thrombus in mouse carotid artery at a higher magnitude 

compared to sphere-like particles (icosahedral cowpea mosaic virus) [88]. 
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Overall, non-spherical particles are more appropriate than spherical beads as carriers for 

targeting to the vascular walls under flow. Oblong particles exhibited higher adhesion 

magnitudes than their spherical counterparts. This can be explained by the longer circulation 

of oblongs in the blood, compared to spheres. In addition, elongated particles are subjected to 

torque forces within blood flow, and therefore they have a tendency to tumble out of the general 

circulation and scavenge along vessel walls [40, 72, 76, 86] (Figure 5A). Spherical particles, 

on the other hand, tend to follow the streamlines. Furthermore, experimental and computational 

modeling data shows that spherical microparticles experience the largest dislodging forces and 

exhibit the smallest areas of adhesion, followed by rods, and then disks. Particle elongation and 

flatness increase the particle surface area in contact with the endothelium and thereby present 

a greater number of targeting ligands to the endothelium in cases where all particles have a 

fixed ligand density, as illustrated in Figure 5B. This is because their ligands are arranged on a 

planar surface and available in greater numbers, in comparison to spherical particles where 

curvature limits the number of ligands available for binding in a given instance [89, 90]. The 

higher contact area with the endothelium exhibited by rods and disks distributes their adhesive 

force over a larger surface area, and therefore a higher shear force required to remove an 

adherent particle from the vascular surface.  

The streamlined shape of rods and disks also reduces the removal force due to the blood flow 

felt by these particles at the endothelium compared to an equivalent sphere [35]. The drag force 

exerted over a rod or disk is orientation dependent, and it reaches a maximum for a rod/disk 

lying with its major axis orthogonal to the flow. Disks and rods aligned with the flow 

experience the lowest drag force. For the hydrodynamic torque T, small variations were 

observed among the different particles [40]. Oblong particles aligned with the flow direction 

or immersed in a shear flow near a wall rotated more slowly compared to spherical particles 

[91]. In addition, the effect of the wall leads to several viscous interactions that do not exist for 
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spherical particles. Therefore, non-spherical particles are able to adhere more strongly to the 

vascular wall.  

However, these interactions disappear for oblong particles with very small ARs [91]. The lack 

of improved adhesion of nanorods compared to nanospheres is likely due to the general 

inability of nanoparticles to preferentially segregate to the RBC-FL, and the diminished impact 

of a higher contact surface area on adhesion for these particles. However, nanodisks in low 

shear buffer flows exhibit around two-fold greater adhesion over rods of equal volume, most 

likely due to slightly higher hydrodynamic forces exerted on the rods compared to disks, and 

the larger surfaces for adhesion exposed by disks relative to rods [40]. However, the differences 

in binding of rods and disks to endothelial cells have not, however, been investigated in blood 

flow.  

4. The effect of particle density 

A wide range of materials with different densities is used for drug delivery and diagnostics. 

Gas-filled microbubbles [92, 93, 94, 95] have densities roughly 1% that of blood [96]. Common 

biocompatible and FDA-approved polymeric particles [13, 90, 97, 98], such as poly(lactic 

acid), poly(glycolic acid), poly(methyl methacrylate), polycaprolactone, and poly (lactic-co-

glycolic acid) (PLGA), and protein-based nanoparticles tend to have densities either neutrally 

buoyant or slightly higher than that of blood [99, 100]. Liposomes [101, 102] are often neutrally 

buoyant, but can have varied densities depending on the density of the medium encapsulated 

within the liposome [103, 104]. Inorganic particles (e.g. silica, titanium, gold, iron oxide) [105, 

106, 107, 108] usually have densities much higher than that of blood (silica oxide: 2.0 g/ml, 

titanium: 3.9 g/ml, iron oxide: 5.24 g/ml, gold: 19.3 g/ml). Despite the wide range of densities 

of vascular-targeting materials, there have been limited investigations of the effect of particle 

density on vascular margination and adhesion. Particle density forces are usually regarded as 
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negligible in describing particle motion relevant to physiological blood flow [25], since the 

hydrodynamic forces due to flow (for microparticles) and Brownian forces (for nanoparticles) 

are often orders of magnitude higher than density-dependent body forces such as gravitational 

and centrifugal forces [86]. 

Recently, Thompson et al. have reported the effect of material density on the margination and 

adhesion efficiency of particles to the vascular wall [25]. The targeting of 500 nm sLeA-coated 

polystyrene, silica, and titanium nanospheres (densities of 1.05, 2.0, and 3.9 g mL−1, 

respectively) to inflamed endothelium from human blood flow in a PPFC, an in vitro model of 

human vasculature, was investigated. Silica spheres, which have a density roughly twice that 

of blood, exhibited improved adhesion to inflamed endothelium compared to neutrally buoyant 

polystyrene spheres of the same size, in both horizontal and inverted chambers. An RBC effect 

was observed with silica spheres as they displayed better near-wall localization in the presence 

of RBCs than in pure buffer, likely resulting in the observed improvement in adhesion. 

Titanium spheres, which have a density around four times higher than that of blood, adhered 

at levels higher than polystyrene, but only in conditions where gravity or centrifugal force acted 

in the direction of adhesion [25]. Similar to what has been observed with polystyrene 

microspheres [23], both silica and titanium particles exhibited reduced adhesion efficiency as 

the WSR increased from 100 s−1 to 1000 s−1 [25]. In a VSFC, adhesion within the recirculation 

region increased for silica and titanium particles compared to polystyrene in both upright and 

inverted chambers. In the far downstream region, the adhesion for silica and titanium spheres 

was also higher than for polystyrene spheres when the chamber was upright, while there was 

no significant difference between particle types far downstream in the inverted chamber. 

However, the improved adhesion of dense nanoparticles in recirculation flow diminished in an 

inverted channel. This may be because the negative gravity component overrides any benefit 

of the recirculation flow. The adhesion of silica and titanium in the recirculating flow pattern 
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and further downstream was not significantly different, suggesting that the two particles were 

distributed to the wall area about the same amount [25].  

These findings are in contrast to those of a previous study which has shown that increased 

density had a negative effect on the margination of nanospheres with diameters ranging from 

60 nm to 65 nm [103]. This can be explained because the gravity component for the 65 nm 

spheres is negligible and the decreased margination is attributable to the increased particle 

momentum competing with Brownian motion toward the chamber wall. However, this study 

was conducted with buffer flow, not blood flow. 

5. Conclusions  

The physical characteristics of particles should be considered in the design of carrier systems 

to target atherosclerosis, as these parameters significantly affect carrier performance. Current 

studies show that particle size, shape and density, along with local hemodynamic conditions 

including shear rate, flow type, channel height, and the presence of RBCs, all determine how 

well targeted carrier systems adhere to the activated endothelial cell layers or vascular walls at 

the sites of atherosclerosis. Regardless of shape, microparticles display better adhesion than 

nanoparticles. Pulsatility and recirculation in blood flow further enhance the margination of 

microspheres while having minimal effect on the adhesion of nanospheres. Non-spherical 

particles are less taken up or less cleared by macrophages and exhibit higher adhesion than 

their spherical counterparts. Disks perform better than rods of equivalent volume. However, no 

studies on the adhesion of disks to endothelial cells in vitro or in vivo have been reported. The 

increased density of the targeted particles also has a positive effect on the margination. These 

findings provide general design principles that can serve as guidelines to develop carriers for 

the delivery of therapeutic and imaging agents in CVD and beyond.  

6. Expert opinion 
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Despite significant clinical advancements in the field, cardiovascular diseases (CVD) such as 

atherosclerosis remain the leading cause of death and disability worldwide. Targeting of 

nanomedicine to atherosclerosis can be achieved via the main lumen or the vasa vasorum at 

lesioned site, however studies on the vasa vasorum in atherosclerosis targeting is limited. 

Although current evidence shows that non-spherical microparticles exhibit higher margination 

and adhesion to vascular walls under shear rates, it cannot be concluded that these particles are 

optimal for drug delivery in CVD. While particles with diameters on the micrometer scale have 

been shown to adhere more efficiently to the endothelial cell surface, they are potentially 

susceptible to physical entrapment in the capillaries in vivo. In addition, there is a lack of 

thorough understanding of the side effects, degradation, and toxicity of non-spherical particles 

at different biological levels such as the body, organs, and cells.  

Nanoparticles such as nanospheres, on the other hand, have characteristics that make them 

attractive for use in drug delivery, including their ease of synthesis and fabrication, and their 

capacity to undergo endocytosis and transcytosis upon contact with the endothelium. However, 

they are unable to efficiently marginate to the vascular wall, limiting their efficacy as a 

vascular-targeted carrier system for diseases affecting medium to large blood vessels such as 

atherosclerosis. Nevertheless, preliminary studies are encouraging for further exploration of 

the use of nano-constructs, as delivery systems for vascular targeting in CVD, characterized by 

a sub-micrometer size and a density higher than that of blood in order to maximize their near-

wall accumulation within the RBC-FL while avoiding entrapment in the lungs and small 

capillaries; and a non-spherical shape to enhance their lateral drift toward the vessel walls and 

their ligand–receptor interaction with the vessel walls.  
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Generally, the effects of particle size, shape, and density should be considered simultaneously 

in designing vascular-targeting carriers for CVD. Although disk-like particles exhibit higher 

adhesion magnitude than rod-like particles of the same volume, there has been no investigation 

of differences in binding in blood flow in vitro and in vivo. An important consideration 

associated with the use of dense materials for drug carriers in atherosclerosis is whether the 

high-velocity collisions of high-density particles (e.g. gold nanoparticles) with the vascular 

wall could potentially cause adverse effects on the endothelium itself. This is especially critical 

in late-stage atherosclerosis, when a significant disruption in the endothelium could potentially 

lead to clot formation. There is a lack of study on the role of particle’s rigidity or deformable 

particles on vascular margination and targeting. This aspect should be investigated using 

nanoparticles of different rigidity but with the same chemical composition, size and surface 

properties. In addition, there is a clear need for thorough studies of the cellular uptake of 

particles of different size, shape, and density under different flow conditions, particularly those 

relevant to atherosclerosis. Other shapes as well as other strategies need to be explored for 

improving the margination performance of nanoparticles in human blood flow, especially for 

application in medium to large blood vessels, which are the most relevant in CVD.  Due to 

synthetic difficulty, spherical nanoparticles still dominate in tests and trials. Therefore, further 

work is needed to develop synthetic strategies to produce particles in different shapes with 

tunable sizes, while maintaining narrow size distributions and homogeneity. Last but not least, 

the effect of particle’s physical properties on plaque targeting from the vasa vasorum site 

should be thoroughly investigated.  
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Abbreviations 

aICAM ICAM-1 antibody 
AR aspect ratio 
aVCAM VCAM-1 antibody 
CVD cardiovascular diseases 
ESD eqivalent spherical diameter 
ICAM-1 intercellular adhesion molecule 1 
MSN mesoporous silica nanoparticles 
PPFC parallel plate flow chamber 
RBC-FL red blood cell - free layer 
RBCs red blood cells 
sLeA sialyl Lewis A 
TMV tobacco mosaic virus 
VCAM-1 vascular cell adhesion molecule 1 
VSFC vertical step flow chamber 
WBCs white blood cells 
WSR wall shear rate 
WSRcrit critical wall shear rate 
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Article highlights 

• The physical characteristics of the particles are key factors in the design of carrier 
systems to target atherosclerosis from the main vessel lumen as they significantly 
affects carrier performance. 

• Local hemodynamic conditions at the site of atherosclerosis also determine the 
extent of particle adhesion to the vascular walls. 

• Microparticles display better adhesion than nanoparticles, regardless of shape. 
However, they are potentially susceptible to physical entrapment in the capillaries 
in vivo. 

• Non-spherical particles exhibit higher adhesion than their spherical counterparts. 
Disks adhere to the vascular walls better than rods. 

• There is a lack of thorough understanding of the side effects, degradation, and 
toxicity of non-spherical particles at different biological levels such as the body, 
organs, and cells. 

• There is a clear need for thorough studies of the cellular uptake of particles of 
different size, shape, and density under different flow conditions, particularly those 
relevant to atherosclerosis 

• The effect of particle’s physical properties on atherosclerosis targeting from the 
vasa vasorum site should be thoroughly investigated 

The box summarizes key points contained in the article. 
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Figure 1: Baseline endothelial shear stress patterns along the course of a coronary 

artery obstruction.  
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Figure 2: Visualization of flow patterns created in a vertical-step flow channel (VSFC) 

and typical adhesion profiles of microspheres in VSFC. (A) Schematic diagram of the 

flow channel showing the flow pattern immediately beyond the step: h and H are the heights 

of the channel above the step and beyond the step, respectively. (B top) Phase-contrast 

photomicrograph (top view) of experimental flow patterns in the VSFC. Flow is from left to 

right and is made visible with 1 μm marker microparticles. Flow separation occurs in the 

region distal to the step, forming four specific flow areas: a, the stagnant flow area; b, the 

center of the recirculation eddy; c, the reattachment flow area; and d, the fully developed 

flow area. From online microscopic observations, the particles transported from the bulk flow 

along the curved streamlines with decreasing velocities toward the wall near the reattachment 

point (area c). While some of the particles moved forward to rejoin the mainstream with 

increasing velocities, others moved in a retrograde direction toward the step as recirculation 

eddies. These latter particles moved upstream initially with increasing velocities, and 

decelerated when approaching the wall of the step (area a), from where they were carried 
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away from the floor of the chamber by upward curved streamlines. (B bottom) Schematic 

drawing of the side view of the streamlines in the VSFC deduced from the top-view 

photograph. (C & D) sLeA-coated spheres binding in the VSFC with reconstituted blood 

flow. Far downstream conditions are 200 s−1 and 500 s−1 of laminar WSR, respectively. The 

dashed lines represent the observed reattachment points. Reproduced with permission from 

references [109] and [24]. 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Schematic showing differently-shaped non-spherical particles investigated for 

vascular wall margination. 
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Figure 4: Local shape illustration and macrophage uptake of elliptical disks. (A) 

Schematic diagram illustrating how local shape is defined. T̄ represents the average of 

tangential angles near the point of cell contact. Ω is the angle between T̄ and the membrane 

normal at the site of attachment, N̄. A1, Ω = 2.5° for cell attachment at end of worm. A2, Ω = 

87.5° for cell attachment on side of worm. Reproduced with permission from reference [68]. 

(B) Time-lapse video microscopy clips spanning 39 min of macrophages interacting with 

identical non-opsonized elliptical disk (ED) particles (major axis 14 μm, minor axis 3 μm) from 

two different orientations. B1, cell attaches along the major axis of an ED and internalizes it 

completely in 3 min. B2, cell attaches to the flat side of an identical ED and spreads, but does 

not internalize the particle. Continued observation indicated that this particle was not 

internalized for >110 min. (scale bars: 10 μm). At least three cells were observed for each 

orientation of each particle type and size. Similar results were observed in all repetitions. 

Reproduced with permission from reference [61]. 
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Figure 5: Effects of the morphology of the particles on their margination and binding 

strength (avidity). (A) Margination: Non-spherical particles such as disks and rods are 

subjected to torque forces within blood flow, and therefore they have a tendency to tumble out 

of the general circulation and scavenge along vessel walls. Spherical particles, on the other 

hand, tend to follow the streamlines. (B) Binding avidity: Particle elongation and flatness 

increase the particle surface area in contact with the endothelium and thereby present a greater 

number of targeting ligands to the endothelium in cases where all particles have a fixed ligand 

density, resulting in stronger binding strength. 
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